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Abstract
An extensively tacit understandings of equivalency between the deformed Heisenberg-
Weyl algebra in noncommutative space and the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra
in commutative space is elucidated. Equivalency conditions between two algebras are
clarified. It is explored that the deformed algebra related to the undeformed one by
a non-orthogonal similarity transformation. Furthermore, non-existence of a unitary
similarity transformation which transforms the deformed algebra to the undeformed
one is demonstrated. The un-equivalency theorem between the deformed and the
undeformed algebras is fully proved. Elucidation of this un-equivalency theorem has
basic meaning both in theory and practice.
Spatial noncommutativity is an attractive basic idea for a long time. Recent inter-
est on this subject is motivated by studies of the low energy effective theory of D-brane
with a nonzero Ns - NS B field background [1–3]. It shows that such low energy effective
theory lives on noncommutative space. For understanding low energy phenomenological
events quantum mechanics in noncommutative space (NCQM) is an appropriate frame-
work. NCQM have been extensively studied and applied to broad fields [4–16]. But up to
now it is not fully understood.
In literature there is an extensively tacit understandings about equivalency between
the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra in noncommutative space and the undeformed
Heisenberg-Weyl algebra in commutative space. As is well known that the deformed phase
space variables are related to the undeformed ones by a linear transformation. This leads
to such tacit understandings of equivalency between two algebras.
In this paper we elucidate this subtle point. First we clarify equivalency conditions
between two algebras. Then we demonstrate that the deformed algebra is related to the
undeformed one by a similarity transformation with a non-orthogonal real matrix. Fur-
thermore, we prove that a unitary similarity transformation which transforms two algebras
to each other does not exist. The results are summarized in the un-equivalency theorem
between two algebras. Because the deformed and undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebras
are, respectively, the foundations of noncommutative and commutative quantum theories,
elucidation of the un-equivalency theorem has significant meaning both in theory and prac-
tice. One expects that essentially new effects of spatial noncommutativity may emerge
from noncommutative quantum theories. This depends on the fact that the deformed
Heisenberg-Weyl algebra is not equivalent to the undeformed one. The un-equivalency
theorem shows that explorations of essentially new effects of spatial noncommutativity
emerged from noncommutative quantum theories can be expected.
In order to develop the NCQM formulation we need to specify the phase space and
the Hilbert space on which operators act. The Hilbert space is consistently taken to
be exactly the same as the Hilbert space of the corresponding commutative system [4].
As for the phase space we consider both position-position noncommutativity (position-
time noncommutativity is not considered) and momentum-momentum noncommutativity
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[3, 15]. In this case the consistent deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra is as follows:
[xˆi, xˆj ] = iξ
2θǫij , [xˆi, pˆj] = ih¯δij , [pˆi, pˆj] = iξ
2ηǫij , (i, j = 1, 2), (1)
where θ and η are the constant, frame-independent parameters. Here we consider the
intrinsic momentum-momentum noncommutativity. It means that the parameter η, like the
parameter θ, should be extremely small. ǫij is an antisymmetric unit tensor, ǫ12 = −ǫ21 = 1,
ǫ11 = ǫ22 = 0; ξ = (1 + θη/4h¯
2)−1/2 is the scaling factor. It plays essential role for
guaranteeing consistency of the framework [15]. When η = 0, we have ξ = 1. The
the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra (1) reduces to the one of only position-position
noncommuting.
The deformed phase space variables xˆi and pˆi are related to the undeformed ones xi
and pi by the following linear transformation [15]
xˆi = ξ(xi −
1
2h¯
θǫijpj), pˆi = ξ(pi +
1
2h¯
ηǫijxj). (2)
where xi and pi satisfy the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra
[xi, xj ] = [pi, pj] = 0, [xi, pj] = ih¯δij . (3)
In literature the point of the tacit understandings of equivalency between the deformed
Heisenberg-Weyl algebra and the undeformed one is as follows: any Lie algebra generated
by relations [Xa, Xb] = iTab with central Tab satisfying det(Tab) 6= 0 can be put into a usual
canonical form, like Eqs. (2). Therefore the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra (1) and the
undeformed one (3) are the same. Furthermore, the spectrum of an observable is the same
regardless we star with deformed variables (xˆi, pˆi) or undeformed ones (xi, pi).
Now we elucidate this subtle point. Equivalency between the deformed and the unde-
formed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra must satisfy two conditions: (i) Two sets of phase space
variables (xˆi, pˆi) and (xi, pi) can be related to each other by a singular-free linear transfor-
mation (The inverse transformation should exit for all values of (xˆi, pˆi) and (xi, pi)); (ii)
Two algebras can be transformed to each other by a unitary similarity transformation.
First we consider the second condition. We prove the following theorem.
The Un-equivalency Theorem The deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra in noncom-
mutative space is transformed to the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra in commutative
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space by a similarity transformation with a non-orthogonal real matrix. A unitary similar-
ity transformation which relates two algebras to each other does not exist.
We define a 1× 4 column matrix Uˆ = (Uˆ1, Uˆ2, Uˆ3, Uˆ4) with elements Uˆ1 = xˆ1, Uˆ2 = xˆ2,
Uˆ3 = pˆ1 and Uˆ4 = pˆ2, a 4× 1 row matrix Uˆ
T with elements UˆTi = Uˆi, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), and a
4× 4 matrix Mˆ with elements
iMˆij = [Uˆi, Uˆ
T
j ], (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4). (4)
The matrix Mˆ represents the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra. From Eqs. (1) and (4)
it follows that Mˆ reads
Mˆ =


0 ξ2θ h¯ 0
−ξ2θ 0 0 h¯
−h¯ 0 0 ξ2η
0 −h¯ −ξ2η 0

 (5)
The corresponding matrixes in commutative space are a 1 × 4 column matrix U with
elements U1 = x1, U2 = x2, U3 = p1 and U4 = p2, a 4 × 1 row matrix U
T with elements
UTi = Ui, (i = 1, 2, 3, 4), and a 4× 4 matrix M with elements
iMij = [Ui, U
T
j ], (i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4). (6)
The matrix M represents the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra, which can be obtained
by putting θ = η = 0 in the matrix Mˆ (5),
M =


0 0 h¯ 0
0 0 0 h¯
−h¯ 0 0 0
0 −h¯ 0 0

 (7)
From Eq. (2) it follows that Uˆi = RikUk, Uˆ
T
j = Uˆj == RjlUl = U
T
l R
T
lj , and the
deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra is related to the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra
by a similarity transformation
Mˆij = RikMklR
T
lj (8)
with a real matrix R
R =


ξ 0 0 − 1
2h¯
ξθ
0 ξ 1
2h¯
ξθ 0
0 1
2h¯
ξη ξ 0
− 1
2h¯
ξη 0 0 ξ

 , (9)
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It is worth noting that R is not orthogonal matrix RRT 6= I. The first part of the un-
equivalency theorem is proved.
Now we prove the second part of the un-equivalency theorem. Eq. (2) shows that if
there is such a unitary transformation, its elements should be real. That is, it should be
an orthogonal matrix S with real elements Sij , SS
T = STS = I, and satisfies SikMˆklS
T
lj =
Mij , or SikMˆkj = MikSkj. This is a system of 16 homogeneous linear equations for Sij ,
(i, j = 1, 2, 3, 4). It is divided into 4 closed sub-systems of 4 homogeneous linear equations.
Among them we consider a closed sub-system including S12, S13, S31 and S34, which reads
ξ2θS12 + h¯S13 = −h¯S31 (10a)
h¯S12 + ξ
2ηS13 = h¯S34 (10b)
ξ2θS31 − h¯S34 = −h¯S12 (10c)
h¯S31 − ξ
2ηS34 = −h¯S13 (10d)
(The situation for the rest elements is the same). The condition of non-zero solutions of
S12, S13, S31 and S34 is
1
ξ2θη = ±h¯(θ + η). (11)
In order to elucidate the physical meaning of Eq. (11), we consider conditions of guar-
anteeing Bose-Einstein statistics in the case of both position-position and momentum-
momentum noncommuting in the context of non-relativistic quantum mechanics. We start
from the general construction of deformed annihilation and creation operators aˆi and aˆ
†
i
(i = 1, 2) at the deformed level, which are related to the deformed phase space variables xˆi
and pˆi. The general form of aˆi can be represented as aˆi = c1(xˆi+ ic2pˆi), where constants c1
and c2 can be fixed as follows. The deformed annihilation and creation operators aˆi and aˆ
†
i
1 In Eq. (11) dimensions of different terms are different. If we define a 1 × 4 column matrix Vˆ with
elements Vˆ1 = xˆ1, Vˆ2 = xˆ2, Vˆ3 = αpˆ1 and Vˆ4 = αpˆ2, where α is an auxiliary arbitrary non-zero constant
with the dimension [mass]−1[time]1. Thus Vˆi (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) have the same dimension [lenth]
2. Then in
Eq. (11) dimensions of different terms are same. The introduction of the arbitrary constant α does not
change the following conclusion.
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should satisfy [aˆ1, aˆ
†
1
] = [aˆ2, aˆ
†
2
] = 1 (to keep the physical meaning of aˆi and aˆ
†
i ). From this
requirement and the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra (1) it follows that c1 =
√
1/2c2h¯.
When the state vector space of identical bosons is constructed by generalizing one-particle
quantum mechanics, Bose-Einstein statistics should be maintained at the deformed level
described by aˆi, thus operators aˆ1 and aˆ2 should be commuting. From [aˆi, aˆj ] = 0 and the
deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra (1) it follows that ic2
1
ξ2ǫij(θ− c
2
2
η) = 0, i.e. c2 =
√
θ/η.
(The phases of θ and η are chosen so that θ/η > 0.) The general representations of the
deformed annihilation and creation operators aˆi and aˆ
†
i are
aˆi =
√
1
2h¯
√
η
θ
(
xˆi + i
√
θ
η
pˆi
)
, aˆ†i =
√
1
2h¯
√
η
θ
(
xˆi − i
√
θ
η
pˆi
)
. (12)
The structure of the deformed annihilation operator aˆi in Eq. (12) is determined by the
deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra (1) itself, independent of dynamics. The special feature
of a dynamical system is encoded in the dependence of the factor η/θ on characteristic
parameters of the system under study.
In the limits θ, η → 0 and η/θ keeping finite, the deformed annihilation operator aˆi
should reduce to the undeformed annihilation operator ai. In commutative space in the
context of non-relativistic quantum mechanics the general form of the undeformed anni-
hilation operator ai can be represented as ai = d1(xi + id2pi). From [a1, a
†
1
] = [a2, a
†
2
] = 1
and the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra (3) it also follows that d1 =
√
1/2d2h¯ with
d2 > 0. From Eq. (3) the equation [ai, aj ] = 0 is automatically satisfied, thus there is not
constraint on the coefficient d2. The general form of the undeformed annihilation operator
reads
ai =
√
1
2d2h¯
(xi + id2pi) . (13)
Like the situation of the deformed annihilation operator aˆi, here the structure of ai is de-
termined by the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra (3) itself, independent of dynamics.
The special feature of a dynamical system is encoded in the dependence of the factor d2
on characteristic parameters of the system under study. 2 If noncommutative quantum
2 For example, characteristic parameters of two dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator are the mass
µ, the frequency ω and the constant h¯. The dimension of d2 is M
−1T . The unique product of µt1 , ωt2 and
h¯t3 possessing the dimension M−1T is µ−1ω−1. Thus d2 = κµ
−1ω−1, where κ is a dimensionless positive
constant.
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theory is a realistic physics, all quantum phenomena should be reformulated at the de-
formed level. This means that in the limits θ, η → 0 and η/θ keeping finite the deformed
annihilation operator aˆi should reduce to the undeformed one ai. Comparing Eq. (12) and
(13), it follows that in the limits θ, η → 0 and η/θ keeping finite the factor η/θ reduces to
a positive quantity:
η
θ
→
1
d2
2
> 0. (14)
But from Eq. (11), we obtain η/θ = ±h¯/(ξ2θ ∓ h¯). This equation shows that in the
limits θ, η → 0 and η/θ keeping finite, we have η/θ → −1, which contradicts Eq. (14).
We conclude that Eq. (11) is un-physical. Thus the supposed orthogonal real matrix S
consistent with physical requirements does not exist. The second part of the un-equivalency
theorem is proved.
Now we consider the first condition about equivalency of the two algebras. Eq. (2)
shows that the determinant R of the transformation matrix R between (xˆ1, xˆ2, pˆ1, pˆ2) and
(x1, x2, p1, p2) is
R = ξ4(1−
θη
4h¯2
)2. (15)
When θη = 4h¯2, the matrix R is singular. In this case the inverse of R does not exit. It
means that the first condition about equivalency of two algebra is not satisfied.
Summarizing the above results we conclude that for the case of both position-position
and momentum-momentum noncommuting the deformed and the undeformed Heisenberg-
Weyl algebra are not equivalent.
For the case of only position-position noncommuting, η = 0, the transformation matrix
R between (xˆ1, xˆ2, pˆ1, pˆ2) and (x1, x2, p1, p2) reduces to the matrix R0,
R0 =


1 0 0 − 1
2h¯
θ
0 1 1
2h¯
θ 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 . (16)
Its determinant R0 ≡ 1, which is singular-free. But in this case R0 is not an orthogonal
matrix either, R0R
T
0
6= I. Furthermore, in this case the supposed orthogonal real matrix
S reduces to S0. The closed sub-system of 4 homogeneous linear equations including S0,12,
S0,13, S0,31 and S0,34 has only zero solutions. The supposed orthogonal real matrix S0 does
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not exist, either. We conclude that for the case of only position-position noncommuting
the deformed and the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebras are also not equivalent.
In this paper the extensively tacit understandings about equivalency between the de-
formed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra in noncommutative space and the undeformed Heisenberg-
Weyl algebra in commutative space is clarified. Unlike the claim in literature, a similarity
transformation with an orthogonal real matrix which transforms the deformed Heisenberg-
Weyl algebra to the undeformed one does not exist, even for the case of only position-
position noncommuting. Elucidation of the un-equivalency theorem between two algebras
has basic meaning both in theory and practice. The deformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra is
the foundation of noncommutative quantum theories. If the deformed Heisenberg-Weyl al-
gebra were equivalent to the undeformed Heisenberg-Weyl algebra, essentially new physics
emerged from spatial noncommutativity would not be expected. In practice, this theo-
rem will inspire efforts in searching for new effects of spatial noncommutativity which is
relevance to the real word, and hopefully shine some new light on physical reality [16].
This work has been supported by the National Natural Science Foundation of China
under the grant number 10575037 and by the Shanghai Education Development Founda-
tion.
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